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ABSTRACT data were considered durins the ES_'-AS.Similar iu.usa are
common in civil sad miainS enSineering projects. Rmults
of the ESF-_: are presented in this pape_ to illustrate the

As part of the ExpIor_ory Studies F_ty Alterustlvm usefulness of Nature's Tree in site characterization.
Study(F.qF-AS)theuncertainoutcomesfromsitechmz-
terization were qmmtified using a probabilistic tree known as
"Nature's Tree." Nature's _ree distinguishedthe true char. DESCRIPTION OF ESF STUDY
scteristics o/' the Yucca Mountain site from the perceived
cl_cterktic8 deduced from tmtin z. Bsyemsa probabflktic Sandia National Laboratories conducted the ESF-AS to
calculations converted probabilities in Nature's Tz_e to the provide information to decim'onmakers identifying • pre-
probabilbtic ¢stimstm required for the comparative saa/y- letted con_INration for au ESF for site ch&acterizstion at
sis of Exploratory Studies Fsc/lity-repodtory options. Ez- Yucc_ Mountain, Nevada. The ESF-AS used s formal d_d-
pe_ on charsctmizadon tmtins explicitly addrmsed several ,ion analysis tbst requis_ probable outcomes of site char-
site characterization imues that are considered implicitly in actedzstionto be estimated for each of $4 candidate ESF-
many site characterization progrnms, repository options. The satire&tel were znad©by psnek of

expert consultants and experts from the DOE and DOE

INTRODUCTION contractorJ. The analysis used a decision tree (Figure I)
that included two decimon nodes rel_ted to the outcomes of

characterization testlas, which was split into sa early phase 0
Heteroseneous seologic structures and stratigraphy re- and s late phase.

quireextensive cbazacterisation programs to resolve uncer-
tainties about Lhe rating of facilities. The uncertainty about
the ,uitsbility of a rate i__ the risks ro|ardinS the NATURE'S ,TREE k_ | _ c

intended use of the _it_. The Exploratory Studies Fscil- The influence of ESF-repoaltory options on the sccu.
ity AltemMivm Study used the concept of "Nature's Tree" racy sad interpretation of data from the e_te characterize. Z
to quntify the uncertain outcomesof site charsc_rlzation tion mtin$ program wu determined usinS s probability tree O
testing st the Yucca Mou_ta/n Project. Nstttre's Tree_ is model known M "Nature's Tr_." Nature's Tree iUustr_t_ ._/
a probabilistic trr that clarifies the difference between the the relationship between what is true sad what we perceive
true chsrscterlstlcs of the site sad the perceived character- to be true based on temting. The true nature of the Yucca 0_

istics ,,, deduced from site ch&acterization. Nature's Tree Mountain site is that the site is either suitable (OK) for t O
identified Bsyesiau probabilistic calculatiou required to m- t;eolo$ic repository o]: the site is not suitable (NOT OK). O

C
timatv the probabilities that the outcome of the site char,c- The perceived nature of the Yucca Mounta/n s/ts w_ re-
terlzatlon program would indicate that the Yucca Mounts/n sulf from the char_ct_rizatlon testing program. Tests at the
doewould be an acceptable site for • geologic repository. F,SF _ indic,ts that the site is either "OK" or "NOT OK." z

Nature's Tree is &us_ul technique for qusatifyin s un- The quotstlona are used to denote the outcomes of the ESF
cert_ outcomes from site characterization activities in civil Testin_ Pro,rams. C

aud mlalag projects s/sD. Several tmcerts/ntim with seolosic Amessment of the likelihood that the Yucca Motmtalu r-
• . site wM OK aad _OK_ requi_eda ri$oroua de_nition of OK.

"Thisworkvii psrfmmedunderrb, au,pieroof _heU.$. De- The fundamental goal of the gite characterization testing
psrtmemtof Enmlw, Of_ceof Civilism Rsdloactive W_t_ Ma_- pro,ram is to detern_ne whether or not the site is suitable _
_t, Yucca x_n;-:.._- Si'.---_---.,__;-__.-_;.__nP_--J_Luad_r f_r development u • _eolo_ic repository. A/though a judg-
contract DE-AC04_T6DP(X)T89. ment of s_itsb;l;ty involves msay considerations, the factor _<,
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most likely to determine whether or not DOE seeks a Ii- inforrr_tion), (3) conditioning (reducing errors and bisaes),
canes to construct and operate a repository wu assumed (4) quantifying judgments, (5) resolving differences among
to be whether o_ not DOE concludes that the repository panel members, Led (6) generating a set of consensus prob-
er the site would meet United St_es Environmental Pro- abil/tie8 and verifying these scores among panel members.
faction Agency (EPA) standards for the release of rsdionu. For each probability estimate, sn influence diagram w_s cou-
elides. The applicable EPA releue lkniL8 sre specified in strutted to serve u s graphical representation of the re-
Table I of Appendix A of 40 CFR Part 1917 The rigorous lationshlp among the important fsctors that influence the
definitions of OK and 'OK" were provided ss part of the probability. Influence diagrams sre sometimes used _ mod-
ESF-AS Final P,eport,s ek for the indirect smmsment of probabilities e. However,

The ESF-AS Nature's Tree (Fisure 2) organized the Pss. in the ESF-AS, influence diagrLrmwere used as "knowledse
sible outcomes from site charsgterlgstion. If the testlng pro- _IX" I to facilitate direct assessment of the probability. In
gram were not spl/t into early and late testing, four possible this context, influence dlssrsms we_ utilized to document
outcomes would be shown in Nature's Tree: True Positive, the process and losic used by the expert panels when msk-
T_e Negative, False Polities, and Yslse Nesstive. Two ing their judgments, as s means for developing comparison
pbsms (eLrly and late) in the testing program resulted in questions for the conditioning etsq_e,and to provide a frame-
True Positive and True Negative outcome plus the follow, work for discussing the relative performance of the options.
ing 4 possible fldse outcomes of the testing program: After construction of the influence diagrams, individual

panel memb_n conducted a comparative evaluation of the
• Early False Negative (EFN): Abandonment o_an OK options. For the most eis_Lficant lowest level factors on s

site at the end of early testin$, diasrsm, each option was ranked in terms of performuce
compared to the b_e cue option. From these comparisons,

• Late False Nqagive (LP]q): Absndonn_nt of sn OK LUoverall qualitative rank/ns of the option ranked the ep.
site, even though early testing has found _he site to tions from hiShest to lowest pergormsuce relative go the bus
be "OK'. case.

• Early False Positive (EFP): Acceptance of a NOT OK The final step in the 8mmsment process wu _he actual
site that early tm'cinj has found to be "OK'. quantification of the probability estlmstes. The panel :nem-

ber8 referz_ to the quslitative rsnklng while making their
• Late F,dse Po_tive (LFP): Acceptance of a NOT OK judgment on the probability for each option, although they

81tathat early and late testing have found to be "OK'. were not restricted to provide scores consistent with the
rankle& Congiderable interchange of opinions and discus.

Five probabilitias (PoK, PF._P, PLrF, PZrN, and PLFN) eion of the pane| members' judgments took piece before s
were estimated and used to calculate other probabilities by fins] consensus w_ reached for each option. In the few in-
Bayesian analysis, stsacu that co_ on the probability eatin_ate for each

option was not schievedm minorhy reports prepared by the

ASSESSMENT PROCESS dimenting member or memberswereusedin sensitivity anal.
ym.

Probubil;ty Assessment Process

The process of estimating the prob,_bilities for the SCORING RESULTS
branches on Nature's Tree wm l_terned dt_ the Stan-
ford Research Imrtiguteprobability encoding procem,which Ranges of Probabilities
involves a sequence of formally structured |tUBes. 4't T_e The DOE Expert Panel on Postclosure Health estimated
probabilities were sssmmd keto two psneb, of technical spe- the prior probability that the site is OK (Pot<, Table I).
cis/b,ts, the DOE Expert Panel on Characterization Tmr- The prior probabilhy smumes no benefit of knowledse that
ing and the DOE Expert Panel on Postcloeure He, lth.: For will be seined from the upcoming site characterization pro.
the ESP.AS, the process included (1) motiwsting the panel _sm. The DOE Expert Panel on CharacterizLtlon Teeing
(dmcribing hew the Nature's Tree probabilities fit into _e estimated the four probab/Uties tha_ false results rrdghtre-
oversU methodology), (2) structuring (supplying pertinent 8u/t from the Chs.'ecterization _esting program (Table I).

Table I. Rang_ of Best Judgments ProbabUit|es Elicited From
DOE Experts Resardln4g Nature's Tree

Po_ PUN P_r_ Pete Pur_

x,Ush(optioo ....o, Cxs)
cow(optio. o.z2(so)O.OS(,L) O.eZ(4)

-
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BAYES' CALCULATIONS

Decision Tree Nodes Residual Prol_b;lity

The probabilities from Nsture'u Tree were combined In _Idition to evaluating probabilitiesfor nodes in the
through the application of Bays•' theorem to produce deckion tree, Bays•' theorem was •Iso applied to estimate
two necesmLryinputs to the compuative smalysis of ESF- the residual probability that the site is o-g even though the
repository de•lans , (1) likelihood of test outcomes for the results of both e_rly and late testing indic•end that the site
ESF-AS decision tree, and (9) residual probabilities required was "OK". This probability was needed for the ssee_ment
for the assessment of other parameters in the study, of the probabilities of regulatory approval and repository

cloeu:e (Figure I), _mdis expressed u:The comparative analysis of F,SF-repository designs re-
quired estimates of the probable outcome from two phases
of characterization testing: P _'g l"ox-zr', "ox-Lr" -

.(1- Pox)P_.,PArP
P.ox-" P'ox-r'l'ox-rr" (z- .%x)PsFJ, + Pox(X-

])ayes' theorem was used to calculate these probabilities
from the assmsed probabilities on the branches of Nature's The complements of the calculated residual uncertain-
q_ree.Bayes' theorem speciUes how a prior probability dis- ties (T_ble 9) indicate that the initially high confidence in
tribution (bsumt on sm initial state of knowledge) can be the sult_bility of the Yucca Mountain site (PoK -- 0.93 for
updated to produce • new "posterior" probability dist.-ibu- option 9) was typically expected to increase by only three

tion that benefits from additional data. In the ESF-AS, or four percentage points (Pox l'ox-_r', "OX-LT') = 0.995
the posterior probability was the probability that the site for option 15) as a result of extensive site characterization
k OK t,iven that early and 18t_ tinting results indicate un testinS,
"OK_ site. Fil_ure $ shows two ways of viewing Nature's
Tree. The br•inches are reurrsm8edto demonstrate the dif-

INSIGHTS FROM THE ESF-AS
tmeu_e bot._u t,hep, iL,x p,_,i,-b;Ut¥ (r_olt) mad _ho tme_

outcome probability P-OlC-ZT' found on the decision arm.
The Bays•' calculations for the decision tree prob, bflities The process oi"assees_Ig the probabilities of false results
can be exprmsed u: that may result from geologic uncertainties at the Yucca

Mountain site revealed four concept_ that are often encoun-
tered during civil and mining site characterization progrems,

P'ox-lrr" = Pox(l - PzfJv) + (I - PoJr)PJ_l,p but are rarely quaint;lied or explicitly acknowledged during
desi_ and siting activities. The iuishts gained from the

P.ox-i,r'l.ox.mr'= F,SF.AS are useful when considering site characterization

Pojr(l- P_rt.v)(l- p_I,N)+(I- Polc)Psl, pP£1,P programs for projects other than the geologic repository pro-
,%nr(x- + (1- Pox)'u, mn.

Value of Collectin$ More Data

The estimated values of PoK (T_ble 2) indicate • high con- Site characterization programs must address the qua-
fidence in the suitability of the site before the initiation of _ion of whether or not collection of more ds_a about the site
the site characterizstion testing program. Furthermore, the will benefit the titin S process. The purpose of site char•c-
values of P "og-_t'" and P.OK_LT"I"olc-rr" indicate a high terizstiou is to increase the understanding of the site and de-
confidence that both pham_ of the testing program would crease the p_obability that false conclusions will be reached
correctly indicate tha_ the site k tui_ble. M'terthe testing program is complete.

Table ;I. Probabt/ley of Suitable Site
ii

Pox P,o_-Fw. P'OX-LT'I POKI'O_-I_T'.
"OK-_' "OK.LT"

Hish (Opl;i'on_0.i: 0.96(16) 0.85(13) 0.91(2) 0.995(15)
Low(opioa o.s(o) o.ss(,e) o.os(e)
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The likelihood of false nesative outcomes from the tes_- ek or introduction of new models. These revisions lead to
ing program k influenced by several factors, including inac- confusion until the correct models sre developed.

curate data and iusu_cient data. Perhaps more important Additional data collected during site characterization
than the quantity and accuracy of the data are the models may reveal a wider vsriabflity than was concluded based
and analysis techniques that are used to analyze the data. on limited data. As more data are collected, the probe-
For example, the geology at Yucca Mountain includes tuff's bility of sampling the extreme values in the distribution of
that arc fractured and are not saturated with water. Mathe. parameter values increases. Extreme, but infrequently oc-
marital models ranging from simple to complex sre available curring values may lead to the conclusion that the average
to describe the flow of water in unsaturated porous or frac- parameter values at the site are unacceptable.
tured rock. One of the lsrgest uncertainties in the ESF-AS
was whether data would be ava/Isble to refute erroneous Even if the collected data eventually confirm that the
observations and reject inappropriate models, correct models were used and th_ averalgevalues and vari-

abilities in parameters are acceptable, continued c_atacol-
Site cbsracterizstlon prograzns are often appro_.ked lection mey not be beneficial. Fsirhursts pointed out that

with the attitude that rbe probability of false results ia re- extensive testing may delay the project because decisions
duced by collecting more data. However, iu the ESF-AS sre delayed awaiting data for sophisticated numerical pro.
severs] experts of the chsractsrizatiou testing panel delib- ceduru. The costs incurred by these delays may be hisher
orated on the pmsibility that collection of additional data than the value of the data obttined.
misht Luc:easethe probability of false negative results. This
pmudbility wu||_ that an extensiveratecharucterls_ Interpolate vmExtrapolate

program might umse decision makers to abandon au uc- The Expert Panel nn Chartcteriza_ion Testis 8 discussed
ceptable site. Review and scrutiny by a ILrse group of iu- the relative _ndues of shafts versus ramps ns accesses to au
terested, competent stakeholders increases the opportlu_ties ESF at the Yucca Mountain sits. Many panelists noted that
to abandon sn acceptable site if fsdm_negative conclusions ramps allow more data collect/on from off the repository
are reached in the site chsracteri_ation prosram, block. Vertical shafts to the repository horizon al]ew more

The experts on the site cha_scterlz_ion t_ing were data collection in the repository block. The results of the
not unanimous in their opinion sl_out the value of col]ectin| ESF-AS: sugSest that the experts on characterization test-
more dat_ A minority report provided decision analysts inC preferred ramps to shafts. The most preferred desifa
with data to mmemthe sensitivity of the final ESF-repmitory forcharacterization tinting programs used u combination of
rankinp to Pars. ramps und sl_ts.

Several circumstances may cause more data to increase Preferences for ramps versus sba_ were manifestations
the probability of obtaining falte negative results from a of more fundamental preferences among the experts. Many
site characterlzstion testing program. A test program may experts fazn/liLr with interpretation of geologic data dif-
produce false negative results if the testing program hu a for in their prefe:encee for interpolation vs extrapolation of
limited scope and duration. The tests ma), provide data data. ESF shafts provided data vertically above the pores-
that sre too limited or too smbilcuous to refute incorrect tial repository. Conditions at the periphery of the reposi-
conclusions. On the other hand, a test pre,am misht lead tory block must bc extrapolated from the shaft data. On
to a h/sh probability of false positive rmults if the tell_g the other hand, ramps provide data from off"the repository
program is too I/mired in scope and duration to .correctly block. Conditions in the repository block above the poteu-
identify a fatal flaw at the site. t/al repository must be interpolated between ramps.

The probability of a fake negative result m/Sh_increase Process vmLocation
to a maximum in the early staSes of data collection. During The ramp-versus-ehs/t discussions also revealed differ-
the_e s_les the appropriate models sre under investil_ation sates in preferences for the objectives of the testis8 pro-
and the governing phenomena sre poorly understood. As _tm. Bsmpe provided access to test areas where tests could
more data sre gathered, the probability of fake nesative re- be conducted to understand a process weil, even thoush the
sults decreases, because the Zovern_g phenomena sre ides- observations were not at the specific site of the repository
t_ed and the correct models are selected. The idea that block. Shafts provided access to observations within the
the relationship between uncertainty and data for gcolog/cal repository block, but were less likely to expose most pre-
problems is nec monotonic hsa been recognized by others, ferred locations where geologic processes could be studied.

e.g., Fsfrhuret.I For the ESF.AS, the preference for ramps suggests that
Ad_tlons/data n_sht/ncreMa the prc, babili_y of false the scientists and decision makers wore een£dent in their

negative resultA because additional data misht confuse the ability to infer repository block conditions usinf_off-block
test results to the extent that a false result is re_.hed. The data. This ability to infer on-block characteristics from off'-
m_Jelm _ed to _nte_ret tke J_ rn_, k_ ;n_1._l.s_*_ (1:._e_r block da_a w_ irnpor_n_ t_m_e ol sl_e pcmo_bthty Qf vn-
vs nonlinear) or incorrect (partially saturated va saturated block chs_racte_zstion _ct|vit|e_ esun;n s eon/_ss_,'m_out the
flOW),SOsddRionsl data requires revisions of ez[sting rood-
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Ftgure 1. Deckion Tree for Evaluat|ng ESF-Repository Options. l
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TRUE SITE I OUTC-t_-..EOF CHARACTERIZATIONTESTING_
CONDmO_S_ I EARLYTESTS LATETE51_

I "OK-LT" TRUE POSITIVE(EARLY/LATE)
1 - PLFN

j "OK-ET"
l-P_

OK "net OK-LT" rALS_NEGA_VE(LATE)
POX PUN

OK-ET" FALSE NEGATIVE(EARLY)

ESF OPTION "OK-LT" FALSEPOSITIVE(EARLY/_ATE)

"t_-EI"

PEt'P
not OK *not OK-LT*

TRUE NEGATIVE(LATE)
1 - POK 1 - PLFP

"not OK-E-r" TRUENEGATIVE(EARLY)
1 - PEFP

I

]Figure _1. Nature's Tr_.:
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not OK

Figure 8. Nature's Tree Showing the Five Assumed Probabilities at the Top and
the Probability P_oK-CT" Used in the ESF-AS Decision Tree at the
Bottom.
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